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SBS – Special Broadcasting Service
Established in 1975 to provide news and information to
Australia’s increasingly diverse population.
Our purpose is to inspire all Australians to explore,
appreciate and celebrate diversity, and by doing so,
inspire a cohesive multicultural society.
The SBS Charter ensures
a commitment to making a difference.

SBS Radio = Audio & Languages

Language services in
sixty-eight languages.
Reviewed with each
Australian census.

SBS: Harnessing Trust

Content on the
platforms and
devices that
audiences are
increasingly using

Analogue & DAB+
Digital TV audio
Live streaming
Facebook, WeChat,
Twitter

4x Talk channels
3x Music channels
2x Mobile apps
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SBS is one of the most trusted organisations in Australia
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Clarity Strategy Research: Brand Tracking Wave 12: Here are a number of things other people have said about parts of SBS and ABC…please indicate which statements apply to you. (The
list of statements includes ‘trusted’) and the above results reflect a net SBS figure
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Qualitative feedback supports trust in SBS
"I got Optus Sport for free – I will still mainly
watch via SBS. I trust SBS for football”
(MTA* Football Fanatics on ‘SBS vs Optus’, February 2018)

“TRUST in the brand is important, so SBS is trustworthy.
SBS is backed by the government so you trust that.
SBS doesn’t monetise your data like commercial
companies”
(MTA Culture Junkie on topic of ‘login’, Sydney)

“SBS Arabic24 is trusted and unbiased: balanced,
fair views on religion, unbiased politics, listens to all
opinions, unbiased towards all Arabic communities”
(Qualitative Research on ‘SBS Arabic24’, July 2018)

“Trust SBS as it covers all demos: race, religion,
orientation, its balanced’’
(Meet the Audiences November 2018)

“Reliable. I put more weight on it. Integrity.
Trusted.”

“SBS is trusted, they aren’t as invested, not
commercial”

(MTA Hobart on ‘SBS News’, June 2018)

(Cultural Café, Dubbo, Enquiring Mind on ‘news’, September 2018)

* MTA: Meet The Audiences
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‘Media’ in the top 5 industries for negative
trust scores
• Media in Australia is less trusted
than government and not for
profits.
• Trust in journalists increased
by five points, but trust in
‘platforms’ crashed, impacting
the entire ‘media sector’.
• Audiences consider Facebook
and Google as ‘media’ and as
such traditional media is also
affected.

Negative Net Trust Score (Ranked)
Rank

Benchmark
(Oct 2017 + Jan 2018)

April 2018

July 2018

1

Banks

Banks

Banks

2

Utilities

Telecommunications

Telecommunications

3

Telecommunications

Mining & Petroleum

Mining & Petroleum

4

Mining & Petroleum

Utilities

Media

5

Media

Media

Utilities

6

Government

Insurance

Government

7

Insurance

FMCG

Insurance

8

FMCG

Government

Pharmaceutical

9

Gambling

Supermarkets

Gambling

10

Pharmaceutical

Automotive

Automotive

Source: All brand Net Trust Score Survey, Benchmark (Oct 2017+Jan 2018); n=1,591, April 2018; n=1,156, July 2018; n=1,198.
Base: Roy Morgan Single Source (Australians 18+)

We asked ourselves a number of open-ended
questions:
1. When it comes to trust, what are we doing well?
2. What can we improve?
3. Where are we at risk of losing or damaging trust SBS?
4. How can we reduce the risk?
5. How can we foster more trust in and within SBS?

SBS Trust initiative

Every touchpoint with
stakeholders, audiences and
each other, maintains and/or
builds on trust.

We include trust across
all our operations and
interactions, and not
just from a content
perspective.

Practical initiatives
1. Regular tracking and reporting
of external survey on trust.
2. Codes of Practice review on
publication of comment, USG
and opinion.
3. Simplified credentials check
tool for content makers

4. Audience Customer Service
tool – for a ‘single view of
customer record’
5. Cyber security and data
privacy training for all staff
6. Internal communications
review amplifies
transparency and trust
between business units and
people.
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